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The All Blacks guide to being successful (off the field) Telegraph
This book is both intelligent and insightful: the
perfect?how-to? manual for effective leadership. Read
it.?Anton Oliver, former All Blacks captain. If you read only.
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Book Review – 'Legacy: What the All Blacks Can Teach Us About
the Business of Life' reviewed by Chris Field. Posted on
February 5,

Book Extract: Legacy, What the All Blacks Can Teach Us About
the Business of Life. NBR Contributor. Sat, 10 May James Kerr
is a London-based author.

When England face the All Blacks on Saturday, they will line
up against statistically the most successful sporting team in
human history.
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VUCA describes a world prone to sudden change, unknown
consequence and complex, shifting interrelationships; one that
is difficult to decipher, impossible to predict. I would
definitely recommend this book to who that are interested in
learning about leadership and how to develop and nurture
highly effective teams. Sometimes he cuts, sometimes he blocks
and sometimes he drives.
KevinRobertssingle-wordrecommendation,"Brilliant! The All b
Loved this book. One bad ingredient would spoil the entire
mixture. So there's no sense of the order, time or effort
required to implement the plan.
LegacybyKerr,JamesPaperback.Viewedwithacynicaleyethebookisareadin
felt tit was a selfishly motivated word. In response, a new
management team under Graham Henry began to rebuild the
world's most successful sporting team from the inside .
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